Early Season Activities in the U.S. Antarctic Program
(October—November)
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Beneath a full moon, McMurdo Station awaits summer. Luminescent Royal Society Range is 50 miles away.

As reported in the November-December issue of
the Antarctic Journal, the 1970-1971 field season
opened with the flight of an Antarctic Development
Squadron Six (VXE-6) LC-130R Hercules from
Christchurch to Williams Field on October 7. During that first day, five LC-130 and two C-121J Super Constellation flights to Antarctica were completed, but the final C-121 arriving at McMurdo
landed in a severe storm and veered off the runway.
There were no major injuries among the 80 men on
board, but the aircraft was damaged beyond repair.
The storm continued for 48 hours. Air operations
were finally resumed at 2041 on October 10, but
southbound flights were hampered by strong headwinds for the next two weeks, and several were cancelled. The initial effort of getting men and cargo
to McMurdo Station, therefore, fell behind schedule.
The loss of the Super Constellation without a replacement aircraft added to the initial delay.
Certain administrative representatives are established during the early days of an antarctic season.
On September 21, Dr. Richard L. Penney, National
Science Foundation, became U.S. Antarctic Research
Program (USARP) Representative, New Zealand;
Dr. Henry M. Dater became Representative, Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
(CNSFA), Washington, D.C., on September 25; Mr.
D. Christopher Shepherd, National Science Foundation, became USARP Representative, Antarctica, on
October 8. Detachment Alpha, Antarctic Support
Activities, the Navy winter-over organization, was
disestablished on the same day and Representative,
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CNSFA McMurdo, established in its place. This position is filled by a senior Navy line officer from Task
Force 43 present for duty at McMurdo.
Lt. Comdr. Ralph R. Reynolds, CEC, was relieved
as Officer-in-Charge of the Naval Nuclear Power
Unit (PM-3A) by Lt. Comdr. Albert A. Arcuni,
CEC, on November 9. Comdr. Arcuni heads Crew X,
which will provide power to McMurdo Station during summer and winter Deep Freeze 71 operations.
Air Operations
Hallett Station was opened for summer operations
on October 10, and a station runway was quickly
established. Brockton Station, a summer weather station on the Ross Ice Shelf manned by three enlisted
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All 80 persons aboard this C-121 escaped serious injury when it
crashed while landing at Williams Field.

men from Antarctic Support Activities, was opened
on October 11.
The first flight to Byrd Station was completed on
October 14. The aircraft carried 2.6 short tons of
cargo and 21 relief personnel. It was the first flight to
Byrd Station since February 18, 1970.
With the opening of Byrd Station, further inland
resupply flights were deferred for one week, as the
five LC-130s were needed to carry passengers and
cargo from Christchurch to McMurdo. The backlog
was considerably reduced by 18 Hercules flights that
carried 369 passengers and 8.1 tons of cargo to McMurdo. The Hercules aircraft also returned 96
winter-over passengers and 5.7 tons of retrograde
cargo to New Zealand. Five of these missions were
aborted in flight—three due to headwinds and two
due to mechanical problems.
Intracontinental air operations resumed on October
20 with an attempted flight to Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station. Poor weather forced the plane to turn
back, and the first successful flight to the Pole was
not made until October 31. Arrival of the plane there
ended 8'/2 months of isolation for the scientists and
support personnel. A Navy enlisted man, seriously
ill since July, was evacuated to McMurdo Station on
the return flight.
Operation "Ice Cube Six" commenced on October
20. In this operation, two Hercules transports from
the Royal New Zealand Air Force carried 60,000
pounds of high-priority cargo to McMurdo in three
flights. The first flight of a U.S. Air Force C-133
Cargo Master to Antarctica occurred on October 21.
The C-133, the largest airplane to land in Antarctica,

carried three helicopters from Quonset Point, RI., to
McMurdo for VXE-6.
The first of 12 turn-around flights by Air Force
Military Airlift Command (MAC) C-141 Starlifters
landed at McMurdo on October 28. These flights
carried 168 passengers and over 220 tons of highpriority cargo. One of the turn-around flights was
flown by General Jack J . Catton, Commander of
the Military Airlift Command, who was in the Pacific
inspecting MAC units.
By the end of November, more than 1,200 passengers had been deployed to New Zealand and
Antarctica by VXE-6 and MAC aircraft.
The first helicopter flight in support of the scientific
effort occurred on October 19 when one LH-34D
and one UH-1D flew four passengers and 800 pounds
of cargo to Lake Vanda for New Zealand's Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR).
Aerial photography for mapping was delayed by
unsuitable weather over Ellsworth Land, Thurston
Island, and Marie Byrd Land. Photography was obtained of the McGregor Glacier camp site, of 150 n.
miles of the western end of the Ross Ice Shelf barrier,
and of McDonald Beach for a New Zealand project.
McMurdo Area
Among the earliest research parties to get started
was that of Dr. Douglas D. Hammond, University of
California (San Diego), concerned with temperature
regulation in the newborn Weddell seal. The party
began 24-hour observation of newborn pups on Octo-
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A C-133 Cargo Master, largest aircraft to land in Antarctica, sets down on McMurdo Sound for the first time in October 1970.
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ber 16, monitoring respiration, rectal temperature,
ambient weather factors, and nursing duration. Oxygen consumption and CO 2 production of the newborn pups were determined in the metabolic chamber
completed last season. Tissue samples were collected
and frozen for later analysis. In November, 27 metabolic-chamber measurements were conducted, recording oxygen consumption, respiration quotients,
and body-core temperatures. Weight gains in Weddell
seals1uring the first three weeks of age ranged from
1.5 td 4.8 kg/day.
Fied studies of body-core temperatures in newborn
seals while submerged in - 1.8°C. water showed a
fall of 2.5°C. in core temperature within 7 min of
submtrgence. The same test animals were able to
xnainain a constant core temperature 9 days later
undell identical conditions for periods exceeding 15
mm. An increase in blubber thickness appears to be
a priicipa1 factor for the extended submersion time.
Seen experiments were conducted to determine
he hng mechanics of Weddell seals. Histological sections were taken on four of the seven lungs. Glycogen,
brown fat, and dermis samples were also taken from
seven animals. Five scuba dives were made in November, and the neonatal behavior of Weddell pups
swimming was observed.
Another two projects that began in mid-October
4were a study of the status and population dynamics
of seals, by Drs. Albert W. Erickson and Donald B.
Siniff, University of Minnesota; and a study of the
comparative biochemistry of proteins in birds and fish
by Dr. Robert E. Feeney, University of California
(Davis).
The University of Minnesota group once again
used underwater television and telemetry in the
tudies, carried out at Hutton Cliffs. This season's
emphasis is on the social structure of a seal colony
as it relates to population regulation. Markers were
placed on the seals so that they could be recognized
on the television screen. All pups and females were
tagged on the day of their parturition; all males
were tagged and a letter was bleached on the hair
of the back. The rookery was marked into 30 x 30 m
grids with bamboo stakes, and the location and orientation, of all seals were plotted daily on graph paper.
Observations were made on social interactions,
comfort movements, and births in the rookery. Three
births were recorded on film. Underwater observations were made daily via the underwater television
camera and hydrophone. A new tilt unit was attached
to the camera, widening the field of view considerably.
Coded plastic flags were attached to the seals in the
vicinity of the camera, permitting individual identification of the seals viewed. Mother-pup interactions
and male activities were recorded on videotape.
rt Blood samples were taken from 75 Weddell seals.
Initial processing of the samples was performed at
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the McMurdo biological laboratory for karyotype and
transferrin analysis.
Transmitters were attached to 11 adult male Weddell seals at Turks Head, Tent Island, and Hutton
Cliffs. Their movements were monitored by use of
directional antennas.
From its fish house on the ice, the University of
California (Davis) party had caught about 500
Trematomus borchgrevinki fish by the end' of October for use in cold-adaptation studies. Serum, heart,
liver, and muscle were collected for further study at
the McMurdo biological laboratory and at Davis.
Twenty-five living fish were incubated at 2°C. to
check inducibility of the freezing resistance caused by
a freezing-point-depressing glycoprotein. A study of
fish heart and liver mitochondria was on its way using respirometry, oxygen electrode, and Warburg apparatus to determine oxygen-uptake capacity.
In November, a second fish house was put in, closer
to shore, to catch the 30-40 kg Dissostichus mawsoni
fish. The collection of T. borchgrevinki continued in
November in both houses. By the end of the month,
approximately 8,000 fish had been caught on line,
yielding 2,800 ml of blood.
Two flights to the emperor rookery at Cape Crozier
resulted in the finding of one frozen egg. Fifty fresh
Adélie eggs were collected from Cape Crozier as well.
These were compared with fresh chicken eggs in a
study of egg-yolk membrane proteins, and they were
also used to follow the deterioration of the membranes
during incubation. The oxygen uptake experiment
was continued in November, comparing cold-adapted
fish-heart with seal- and beef-heart mitochondria.
Dr. Sergei Miagkov of Moscow State University,
U.S.S.R. exchange scientist wintering at McMurdo
Station during 1970, visited Meserve Glacier on Oc-
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Drs. Donald Siniff and J. R. Tester of the University of Minnesota
take a blood sample from a Weddell seal.
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atmosphere. Another, led by Dr. Leigh H. Fredrickson, University of Missouri, is studying the embryology
and incubation behavior of the Adélie penguin.
The third, concerned with the effects of chlorinated
hydrocarbons on the reproductive capacity of sea
birds, is directed by Dr. Robert Risebrough, University of California (Berkeley).
The final scheduled flight of the season to HaIlett
Station was made on November 22. The remaining
personnel will be removed by ship in February

b.

Palmer Station
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A glacier tongue in Wright Valley.

tober 26, then recommenced his glacial-geology
studies in lower Wright Valley on October 27, continuing intermittently through November. Dr. Miagkov
had spent much of September and early October
getting ready for the field work by studying aerial
photographs of areas of the Transantarctic Mountains. Much of his work involves phototheodolite surveying related to the movement and mass budget of
glaciers and the movement of debris on slopes in the
vicinity of the glaciers.
Meeting of the McMurdo Land Management and
Conservation Board
The McMurdo Land Management and Conservation Board met at the USARP chalet at McMurdo
Station on October 16. Members of the New Zealand
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, the
U.S. Navy, and the National Science Foundation participated.
Among the main topics of concern to the Board
at this time was the cleanup of the area around Hallett Station. A major effort to gather the debris will
be made later this season: fuel drums and trash will
be collected and stockpiled for disposal next season.
Means of disposing of two old vehicles presently used
at the station were also discussed. Other topics included sources of fill for McMurdo Station construction projects and planned modification of the road to
Scott Base.
Hallett Station
On October 23, three research parties commenced
work at Hallett Station. One of them, headed by Dr.
Robert A. Duce of the University of Rhode Island,
is investigating trace metals and halogens in the
4

At Palmer Station, activities continued on 'inter'
schedule during the period covered by this sumnary.
The principal activity at Palmer during the past
winter has been a study in marine ecology for which
Dr. Joel W. Hedgpeth, Oregon State Univrsity,
is the principal investigator. His representati re at
Palmer during the winter, Mr. Steven B. Shabica, re-i
ported in October that he had completed 250 e*periments on Patinigera polaris. Mr. Shabica had determined the upper lethal temperature and was conducting studies on the respiratory response of P. polaris
at 8°C. and 10°C. Four scuba dives and six skindiving sorties were made in September to photograph
and collect limpets, hydroids, and ectoprocts.
By mid-November, Mr. Shabica reported that he
had performed 689 respirometry experiments with
P. polaris. He was also running experiments to determine if the respirometry rate exhibited a daily cycle.
He photographed reproductive activities of P. polaris
and followed its embryological phase of development
with eggs that were artificially inseminated and developed in a small (live) tank. Observation of L. consan guinea and diving continued.

Bellingauzen Station
Mr. John Croom of Roanoke College, who has
wintered over at this U.S.S.R. station doing research
on ciliated protozoans, reported at the end of November that he had prepared a total of 402 silver slides
and taken 576 samples.

Deception Island Investigations
An international expedition of British, Argentine,
Italian, Chilean, Soviet, and American scientists has
been organized to study the effects of the recent
(August 1970) volcanic activity on Deception Island.
These studies began in December and will be discussed
in the March-April issue of the Antarctic Journal.
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Siple Station
By November 13, Stanford University and Bell
Telephone Laboratories personnel and cargo were
ready to be flown to Siple Station to begin their work.
However, the mission was aborted by bad weather
on that day. Another attempt was made two weeks
later, when the University of Maryland team was
also available for put-in. The LC-130 arrived at
Siple in a complete whiteout, and the aircraft was unable to land. The cargo was offloaded at Byrd Station
and the personnel returned to McMurdo to wait for
improved weather. By the end of November, the
personnel were still awaiting favorable weather for
landing at Siple Station.
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
With the arrival of the first flight on October 31,
the process of relief for the winter-over personnel
.began. Dr. Bernard V. Jackson relieved Mr. Frank
Merrem as Station Scientific Leader on November
10, and Lt. Kevin P. Gallen, CEC, relieved Lt. Dean
E. Fadden, CEC, as Officer-in-Charge.
Much of November was devoted to reconditioning
equipment following the arrival of new personnel
and spare parts. Meteorological observations went
into high gear in support of 47 resupply flights during the month.
Byrd Station
On October 23, Mr. John Billey replaced Mr.
Evans W. Paschal as Station Scientific Leader, and
Lt. Ronnie A. Hoyt, CEC, replaced Lt. Peter J.
Bookman, CEC, as Officer-in-Charge.
On November 1, Dr. Irene C. Peden of the University of Washington and her companion, Mrs. Julia
Vickers of Christchurch, New Zealand, began a
radio-science research program at the Byrd longwire
substation. Dr. Peden is investigating the morphology and evolution of the ionospheric D-region and
the dielectric properties of the ice (see article p. 21).
Inspection of the station complex has indicated
that cutting and removal of ice threatening to crush
the buildings must continue through the life of the
station. Last season, more than 700 tons of ice was
removed. Procedures and equipment developed at
Camp Century in Greenland during the early 1960s
are being studied for possible use at Byrd Station.
Remote Field Parties
On November 8, a party of 15 was flown to the
U.S. camp at McGregor Glacier, near Shackleton
January-February 1971
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The U.S. camp at McGregor Glacier.

Glacier, in the central Transantarctic Mountains.
An extension of the geological-paleontological investigations conducted last season, the party is being
directed by Drs. David H. Elliot and Donald A.
Coates of The Ohio State University.
Three UH-11) helicopters were deployed to assist
in the investigations. These helicopters accumulated
154.4 flight hours during November. One of the
UH—lDs suffered a compressor stall while in flight
at McGregor Glacier. The helicopter landed safely,
but VXE-6 maintenance personnel were forced to
replace the engine in the field.
On November 10, a message from the remote
field camp reported that a well-preserved skeleton of a 200-million-year-old cynodont reptile,
a small creature closely related to the most
primitive mammals, had been found. The 10inch skeleton was found by Mr. James Collinson
of The Ohio State University, a member of the
team of geologists and paleontologists led by
Dr. David Elliot of the Institute of Polar Studies
at Ohio State. The cynodonts were four-legged
carnivorous animals with dog-like teeth. They
ranged in size from not much larger than a rat
to about the size of a wolf.
Following the find by Mr. Collinson on the first
day of field work, intensive search by Mr. James
Kitching, a vertebrate paleontologist and exchange
scientist from the University of Witwatersrand, Republic of South Africa, and Mr. John Ruben, a graduate student at the University of California (Berkeley), yielded a collection of fossil bones of great
importance. The collection was enlarged by bone5
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bearing rocks discovered by other members of the
expedition.
In addition to the bones of the cynodont reptile,
fossils discovered during the first two weeks of field
work included parts of a dozen skulls of Lystrosaurus,
the reptile discovered last year at Coalsack Bluff, 150
miles northwest of the present camp at McGregor
Glacier. A variety of small primitive reptiles was also
found and awaits further identification.
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This cynodont fossil, found in November in the Transantcirctic
Mountains, strongly supports the theory of the former supercontinent Gondwanaland.

Among the activities of the Ohio State geologists
were studies by Messrs. Edward Stump and John D.
Burgener in the lower Shackleton Glacier area. Mr.
Stump investigated the Taylor Formation—a complex
metasedimentary and metavolcanic unit, while Mr.
Burgener mapped and sampled the Late Precambrian
and Ordovician granites in that area. Dr. Donald A.
Coates arrived at the camp on November 23 and
started work on the Permian glacial deposits. Mr.
Helmut E. Ehrenspeck mapped and measured the
Permian beds overlying the glacial deposits but wa5
hampered by the comparative lack of suitable section5
to measure.

•
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James Kitching, University of Witwatersrand, South Africa, Donald
A. Coates, Ohio State University, Thomas B. Owen, National
Science Foundation, and helicopter crew chief view Lystrosaurus
fossil recently discovered near McGregor Glacier.
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Some of these fossils are closely related to forms
found in South Africa and India. They give much
better intercontinental correlation between the rocks
of Antarctica and other southern continents than
heretofore possible. The antarctic fossils are important
paleontological evidence for the existence of Gond
wanaland, the former supercontinent composed of
parts of South America, Africa, peninsular India,
Australia, and Antarctica. * Accumulating evidence
from many fields indicates that Gondwanaland split
apart about 150 million years ago and that the parts
drifted to their present locations. Recent evidence
indicates that the continents are still drifting.
In addition to the search for fossils, members of
the research team continued mapping the geology of
the area, measured rock strata, collected samples for
later laboratory analyses, and determined the geological structure and history of the various rock units
The weather at the camp remained pleasant throughout November.

Dr. Elliot and Mr. Collinson studied the Triassk
strata, which proved more difficult to correlate thar
those in the Queen Alexandra Range. Messrs. Kitch.
ing and Ruben continued their prospecting for vertebrate remains and found several good localities. Ma.
terials identified by the end of November included
amphibians, reptiles, and mammal-like reptiles. Mr
Paul A. Mayewski located a number of deposits of tit
laid down by wet-based glaciers—material comparabk
to that found by Mr. John Mercer at Plunket Poin
*Antarctic Journal,

vol. V, no. 3.
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Ship Operations

At the Lassiter Coast
camp, Navy men raise
flags of the United
States, the Commonwealth of Virginia,
and the U.S. Geological Survey (right) after removing winter
snow (below).
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during the 1969-1970 season and probably dating
from the early stages of the glaciation of the continent. He also studied the more recent lateral moraines in the Shackleton Glacier area.
A U.S. Geological Survey party of eight led by Dr.
Paul Williams was flown to the Lassiter Coast on
November 12 to conduct the second season of a
planned three-year study of this area. The put-in
was completed on November 18. Geological mapping
of the Guettard Mountains began on November 19
and, by the end of the month, was reported as nearing completion. Thirty-six miles of geodetic survey
occuying two stations and intersecting five additional
stations was completed.
Loose snow and poor weather prevented the
six-man Norwegian geological-glaciological-biological
party led by Mr. Thore S. Winsnes from landing in
the Sverdrup Mountains until November 30. The
fouriman British Antarctic Survey geological party to
the Shackleton Range was also put in on that date.
The two operations were accomplished by LC-130s of
VXE-6 flying from McMurdo Station via the South
Pole and the British station Halley Bay.
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Most ship operations occur in January and February, when the ice close to the continental land mass
begins to break up. Limited activity can be reported
at this time.
A total of 1,048.5 measurement tons and 297.6 long
tons of Deep Freeze 71 cargo was shipped from
Davisville on September 6 on board the M/V African
Neptune. Some 650 mt was cargo required in the
opening days of the season that was to be airlifted
from Christchurch to McMurdo.
The USCGC Westwind (WAGB-281), one of the
three icebreakers assigned to Deep Freeze 71, was
diverted from her southward journey in late November and ordered to northern Baffin Bay off Thule,
Greenland, to help in the repair of a communications
cable. When the cable repair is completed, the Westwind will proceed to Davisville to pick up three
USARP investigators and 11 Navy personnel and
transport them to Palmer Station. The other icebreakers, the USCGC Staten Island (WAGB-287)
and the Burton Island (WAGB-283), are en route
to the Southern Hemisphere.
Two dry cargo ships, the USNS Pvt. John R. Towle
and Wyandot, are expected to load at Davisville in
mid-December and then proceed to McMurdo. The
USNS Maumee is scheduled to discharge 5,000,000
gallons of fuel in late January or early February.
Construction
Most McMurdo Station construction projects were
ahead of schedule, while those at inland stations were
behind schedule as a result of the interrupted airlift
operations. Relocation of the balloon inflation building at McMurdo was completed.
As of the week ending December 5, the overall construction program was 43 percent complete as opposed to 40 percent programmed. The McMurdo
area program was 45 percent complete vice 39 percent
scheduled; the inland stations projects, 27 percent
complete as opposed to 44 percent scheduled.
Fresh water has always been a problem in Antarctica. In September 1970, it was realized that the water
distillation units at McMurdo Station were insufficient to fill the needs of the population for the 19701971 season and that the units would probably fail
before the end of that season.
After considering several possible courses of action,
a decision was made to install a 600-gallon/hour
mobile utility support equipment (MUSE) water
distillation unit at McMurdo. The temporary use of
this unit would allow for extensive repair on the two
Aqua-Chem 600-gph steam-driven flash distillation
units now at McMurdo and still provide water during
the peak usage months. The MUSE unit was flown

to McMurdo Station by MAC C-141 Starlifter and
was operational on November 2, less than one month
after procurement in Davisville.
The water system is still being studied, and a completely new system for the McMurdo complex is a
possibility.

Visitors
Foreign visitors representing 10 of the nations that
signed the Antarctic Treaty observed U.S. activities
in Antarctica in November. They were Ambassador
Pierre Charpentier of France, a signer of the Treaty;
Mr. William 0. Sloman, personnel and establishments officer, British Antarctic Survey; Mr. Sadao
Kawaguchi, meteorologist, Polar Research Center,
National Science Museum, Japan; Commander
Victor Henriquez, assistant Chilean naval attaché,
Washington, D.C.; Captain Gustavo A. Giro, Antarctic Division of the Army General Staff, Argentina; Dr. N. H. Fisher, director of the Commonwealth Bureau of Mineral Resources, Australia;
Mr. J . R. Brady, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, New
Zealand; Mr. P. H. Philip, South African consulgeneral in Wellington, New Zealand; Professor Franz
Gullentops, University of Louvain, Belgium; and
Mr. Hans I. Ross, Ministry of Industries, Norway.
Accompanied by Mr. Robert D. Yoder, Department of State, and Captain Peter J. Anderson,
USAF, U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, staff,
the foreign representatives visited Williams Field,
McMurdo Station, Byrd Station, Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station, New Zealand's Scott Base, and
Cape Royds.

International Sea-Ice Conference
An international conference on sea ice, sponsored
by the Icelandic National Research Council, will be
held in Reykjavik, Iceland, May 10-13, 1971. Participants are expected from Canada, Finland, Japan,
the Scandinavian countries, the U.K., the U.S.A.
and U.S.S.R., and West Germany. Mr. Thorbjorn
Karlsson, National Research Council, Atvinnudeild
Háskólans, Reykjavik, Iceland, is secretary of the
conference. Conference coordinator for the U.S.A.
is Dr. T. 0. Jones, Deputy Assistant Director for National and International Programs, National Science
Foundation.
The National Science Foundation will consider
applications for travel support by U.S. participants.
Applications and inquiries should be directed to Mr.
Philip M. Smith, Deputy Head, Office of Polar
Programs, National Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C. 20550.
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Programs for Winter 1971
In addition to the planned programs discussed in
the September-October issue of the Antarctic Journal
(vol. V, no. 5, p. 210-218), the U.S. Antarctic Research Program includes year-round activities both
in Antarctica and the U.S.A. The following is a list
of programs to be carried out during the 1971 winter
at U.S. stations on the Antarctic Continent. The title
of the project is followed by the names of the sponsoring institution and the principal investigator.

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
Cosmic Ray Intensity Variations in Antarctica.
Bartol Research Foundation of The Franklin Institute. Dr. Martin A. Pomerantz.
Measurements of the Fortnightly Earth Tide and
the Earth's Free Oscillations at the South Pole. University of California, Los Angeles. Dr. Louis B.
Slichter.
Meteorological Programs in Antarctica. National
Weather Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Mr. Vaughn D. Rockney.
Operation of Antarctic Seismological Observatories. National Ocean Survey, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Mr. Leonard M. Murphy.
Study of Mid-Day Aurora at South Pole Station.
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska. Dr.
Syun-Ichi Akasofu.
Ultra-Low-Frequency Studies. Environmental Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Dr. Wallace H. Campbell.
USARP Magnetic Observatories. National Ocean
Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Mr. James H. Nelson.

Byrd Station
Antarctic Riometer Program. Environmental Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Dr. George C. Reid.
Investigation of Auroral Con jugacy during Maximum Solar Activity. Arctic Institute of North
America. Dr. Peter M. Millman.
Magnetos pheric Research in Antarctica. Stanford
University. Dr. Robert A. Helliwell.
Ultra-Low-Frequency Studies. Environmental Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Dr. Wallace H. Campbell.
USARP Magnetic Observatories. National Ocean
Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Mr. James H. Nelson.
Operation of Antarctic Seismological Observatories. National Ocean Survey, National Oceanic and
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